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A B4-sequence is a sequence of integers a l ,  a2 .... , ar such that the sums 
ag + ah + ai + a~-, 1 ~ g ~ h ~ i ~<j ~< r, are different. Let F4(n) be 
the max imum of r for Bcsequences of integers in {1, 2 ..... n}. 
THEOREM. F4(n) < (8n) 1/~ 4- O(n*/S), as n --~ oo. 
PROOF: Let the funct ionf( i )  be real-valued and 0 outside the interval 
- -n  ~ i ~ n. It follows from a lemma of van der Corput [1, Lemma 3, 
p. 71] that 
< d-----T-- Z (d -- [k  ]) f ( i ) f ( i  4- k), 1 ~ d ~ n. 
i k=-a i=-,  (1) 
Let B: b l ,  b2,..., br(r-1) be all differences ai -- a j ,  i ~/~j, where 
A: a l ,  a2 ..... ar is a B4-sequence in {1, 2,..., n}. Let/z(k) be the number of 
solutions in B of the equation bi - -  b~ = k. The following relations are 
easy to prove 
tzO) = r ( r - -  1), /~(b~) = 2r for i=  1, 2,..., r(r - -  1), 
(2) 
/z(k)~<4, i f k~0 andk@bi  for i = l,2,..., r(r - -1) .  
We definef(i) = 1 if i e B andf( i )  = 0 if i ~ B and find that 
n__ 
i.,(k) = ~ f ( i ) f ( i  ~- k) 
From (1), (2), and (3) it follows that 
2n+d 
(r - 1) 4 < d~ 
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and /z(0) = ~ f(i). (3) 
i=--n 
(dr = 4- 2dr 3 4- 4d2). (4) 
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I f  we choose d = [nT/s] + 1, we have dr2+ 2drZ= 0(n13/8), since 
r = O(nl/~). From (4) it follows that (r - -  1) ~ < 8n + 0(n7/8), and the 
theorem is readily proved. 
The inequality of  Erd/Ss and Turfin, F2(n) < n ~/2 + O(n ~/4) [2, p. 86], 
can also be proved with the aid of van der Corput 's  lemma. 
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